
We are changing the principle of medical data storing and 

returning control to users with Web 3.0 technology



About DeHealth

What we do

DeHealth App & DHLT Network

DeHealth (Decentralized Healthcare) is a pioneer of MedFi and Web 3.0 healthcare.


DeHealth is a brand and international association of companies with its HQ in the UK and 

research centers in Israel, the US, Ukraine and New Zealand.

DeHealth App — AI & Medical Data-Based Mobile App. This is a decentralized application 

(dApp) that allows users to securely and autonomously store their medical data in one 

storage, share, manage and monetize it using the DHLT token, supporting their health 

while selling their anonymous data.



The DHLT Network is a decentralized storage for health data and digital assets, data 

oracles protocol and incentive layer. The DHLT Network is like Chainlink, Filecoin or Ocean 

Protocol, but only for health data.



DeHealth Application Data owner Webapp

Data Buyer Webapp

The DeHealth app allows you to monetize and purchase 

anonymous data. In the User app, everyone can get a 

DeHealth ID and store all their medical records in a 

single, anonymous, secure online ecosystem.



In the Client app, brands, research and pharmaceutical 

companies can purchase anonymous verified data sets, 

as well as conduct surveys of various user groups.



Security Standards

DeHealth ensures safe storage of user data and its depersonalized 

distribution only with the consent of the owner.

DeHealth works according to such global security standards:

Health Insurance Portability 
and Accountability

Payment Card Industry 
Data Security Standard

California Consumer 
Privacy Act

American Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants

ISO 27001 
standart

Hacken 
cybersecurity

General Data 
Protection Regulation



Why choose Web 3.0?

Improving interaction with users, attracting new users.



Increasing interactive advertising opportunities, with the 

help of gamification and metaverse tools.



Better understanding of your audience thanks to the 

analysis of data on their interaction with products.


 


Building better communication with customers.

These and other brands are already actively using Web3 to 
grow. Join in!

Starbucks has partnered with Polygon to 
implement a Web3 initiative aimed at 
expanding its customer loyalty program.

Gucci is actively using Web3 technologies with 
the Gucci Art Vault and its own cryptocurrency.

Nike created the Web3 platform Nikeland to 
meet its fans, communicate, participate in 
promotions and engage with customers more.



Active audience

130 000+
Active users of our community

3 000+
Token holders worldwide

Engaged users in 3 weeks

60 000+

43+
Countries on 4 continents

 DeHealth audience is filled with conscious users with a high 

level of incom

 Our subscribers follow innovations and are not afraid to get 

involved in new technologie

 All users go through KYC, so we are sure that these are real 

people who are interested in our platform





DeHealth Community

With the help of interesting content and the involvement of top 

influencers in the field of Web3, we are building an active 

DeHealth community. Our posts collect 8K+ views with  

a lot of comments and reactions.



In collaboration with DeHealth, you will be able to increase your 

audience with interested and active  

gen Z users, early adopters, trendsetters. We will help you 

successfully launch a promo on the most relevant channels  

for your product. We also involve top influencers who will natively 

bring their audience to your brand.




DeHealth Influencers

Contact us and we'll send you a list of influencers relevant to your brand.

130,000+ 
Active community members 

100+
Influencers

40 mln+
Followers

Key Opinion Leaders around the world are talking about the DeHealth platform. This helped us gain 

an active audience that uses our product and follows our news. 



We can attract top influencers with a relevant audience to promote your product, who will naturally 

build interest in your brand. We also use all relevant channels to achieve maximum efficiency in 

launching promotional campaigns.



How it works?

We can help you better understand your customers. Create 
your Customer ID on our platform and make questionnaires 
for your customers. On the DeHealth platform, you can also 
choose the relevant audience for each questionnaire and 
specify the amount of validated questionnaire data you 
want to collect.

The users who want to fill out the questionnaire go through 
KYC to verify their identity. After completing the 
questionnaire, they receive a reward in DHLT tokens.

With the help of the DeHealth platform, you will also be able 
to interact with the audience that is interesting for your 
brand in a different way by creating collaborations with 
brands and technology products.
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Use our platform as a tool to create personalized 

campaigns and obtain relevant user data from real users.


Communicate directly with your audience with the 

Survey tool. Create, improve and promote products and 

conduct awareness campaigns. DeHealth is your key to 

insights about your user.

Key to User Insight

Collaborate your product with DeHealth and get 

access to all our promotional opportunities and 

influencers, including Chainlink and other leading 

Web 3.0 companies.


Become part of our promo at the largest digital 

event in the world, Web Summit, and open up even 

more opportunities.

Healthy Partnership 

What you get



Partners

Technical partners Governmental partners

Crypto partners Business partners



Official pages

Website


Telegram chat


Telegram channel


Twitter


Medium

https://www.dehealth.world
https://t.me/dehealth
https://t.me/dehealthchannel
https://twitter.com/DeHealth_World
https://medium.com/@DeHealth


Contacts
Denys Tsvaig 


@tsvaig



tsvaig@dehealth.ngo

https://t.me/tsvaig
mailto:tsvaig@dehealth.ngo

